1. Introduction {#s0005}
===============

Over the last years, we have observed a trend towards crowdsourcing of knowledge intensive tasks. This novel model for problem solving received not only attention from academia but also global marketplayers. Currently crowdsourcing is mostly applied in cases where a larger task is segmented into many small work items that are carried out by individual knowledge workers. Usually there is no interaction between those workers. We expect that the tasks carried out in the crowd will become more complex, thereby requiring the complementary skills from multiple experts. Unlike traditional team-based work, however, members of the crowd are distributed and in many cases without those obligations as found in companies (long-term contracts or roles) [@bb0005]. The crowd presents a pool of experts, who are connected amongst themselves forming a social network. Relations between experts in this scenario typically emerge based on previous interactions in context of collaborative tasks. These links are weighted to describe the frequency of previous interactions. The crowd is self-managing as members are free to join or leave at any time. In this setting, team composition describes the short-term formation of a set of experts that provide the required skills.

Simply trying to find the smallest group of experts exhibiting all required skills is no longer a valid approach. A major factor of team success, for instance, is whether a set of experts can work together effectively [@bb0010; @bb0015]. The frequency of previous interactions is one possible indicator of successful collaborations. Crowds dynamics, however, exhibit a major challenge. The likelihood of finding a strongly connected expert team, providing the exact set of skills is low as experts dynamically take up work assignments and thus are not always available. For team compositions we consider the following aspects: (i) *Skills* describe the desirable properties an expert offers to complete a task. For each skill, a quality metric describes the expert\'s experience. The primary objective in workforce allocation is to find the team with the best coverage of the required skills. (ii) *Interaction Distance* is an indicator of how well users work together. Previous interactions form a weighted social network. Ideally, every member of a team has already worked with every other team member before. We assume that strong relations reflect multiple, successfully completed collaborative tasks. (iii) *Load* determines the short-term availability of users. Experts that are not available cannot become part of a new team. Instead of eliminating them from the candidate set, we let them act as referees by applying their social network for recommending other experts of their respective fields. However, with growing number of experts and skills, as well as inherent dynamics in large-scale networks, discovering efficient team compositions that fulfill multiple criteria becomes a complex problem. In order to address this NP complete challenge novel heuristics are required.

Our salient contributions in this paper are:•*Team Composition Discovery Heuristic*. We introduce the application of genetic algorithms and simulated annealing for determining effective workforces which provide sufficient skill coverage while achieving adequate team connectivity. Such team configurations promise higher probability of success in future collaborations compared to team configurations that neglect social relations and account for individual skills only.•*Skill-dependent Recommendation Model*. We highlight an innovative skill-dependent, team-centric recommendation model where recommendations are driven by the interaction structure of the current team members, thus customized for a given situation, and not based on a global reputation metric only.•*Self-Adjusting Trade-Off Model*. We apply self-adjusting mechanisms that determine the trade-off between interaction distance and recommendations in order to unburden users from tedious configuration tasks and manual management of team compositions.

Our main findings show that a dynamic balance of interactions and recommendations provides better team configurations than relying on one strategy alone. Thus our approach can always provide a better trade-off between skill coverage and team connectivity, regardless of the percentage of unavailable experts.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Related work in [Section 2](#s0010){ref-type="sec"} compares the novelty of our approach to existing research efforts. The motivating scenario in [Section 3](#s0015){ref-type="sec"} outlines the combination of direct interactions and recommendations and provides an overview of our approach. [Section 4](#s0035){ref-type="sec"} outlines the problem in more detail and provides an approach outline. [Section 5](#s0065){ref-type="sec"} explains the skill-based recommendation model. [Section 6](#s0080){ref-type="sec"} discusses the details on the team allocation algorithm. In [Section 7](#s0120){ref-type="sec"} we analyze the performance of our algorithm based on data from our expert network formation model which replicates the key characteristics of real world expert networks. Finally, we provide an outlook on future work and conclusion of the paper in [Section 8](#s0170){ref-type="sec"}.

2. Related work {#s0010}
===============

Team formation is an intensely studied problem in the operation research domain. Most approaches model the problem as finding the best match of experts to required skills taking into account multiple dimensions from technical skills, cognitive properties, and personal motivation [@bb0010; @bb0015; @bb0020]. Such research focuses only on properties of individual experts that are independent of the resulting team configuration.

Recent efforts introduce social network information to enhance the skill profile of individual members. Hyeongon et al. [@bb0015] measure the *familarity* between experts to derive a person\'s *know-who*. Cheatham and Cleereman [@bb0025] apply social network analysis to detect common interests and collaborations. The extracted information, however, is again applied independently from the overall team structure. These mechanisms present opportunities for refinement of the skill modeling and configuration aspects of our approach but remain otherwise complementary.

Multiple efforts address related group formation problems. Sozio and Gionis describe the community formation problem [@bb0030]. Given a set of fixed members, the approach expands the team up to a maximum upper size boundary such that the communication cost within the community remains small. Anagnostopoulos et al. [@bb0035] address fair task distribution within a team. They apply skill matching to determine a team\'s ability to fulfill the overall set of tasks. While their approach takes into account team members\' load and skill dependencies, the underlying social network structure has no impact on the team\'s fitness. Yang et al. [@bb0040] apply integer programming to determine the best set of group members available at a certain point in time. Their temporal scheduling technique considers the social distance between group members to avoid lacking too many direct links. Craig et al. [@bb0045] propose an algorithm for reasonably optimal distribution of students into groups according to group and student attributes. Xie et al. [@bb0050] aggregate a set of recommender results to optimally compose a package of items given some relation between the individual items and an overall package property (e.g., holiday package). Datta et al. [@bb0055] showcase a demo for skill-based, cohesion-aware team formation that utilizes common citations for establishing a social network. The authors, however, remain silent on specific details about the actual algorithm to find an optimal team. An alternative approach is first finding tightly connected communities [@bb0060] and then analyzing the available skills to generate desirable team configurations.

To the best of our knowledge, Theodoros et al. [@bb0065] discuss the only team composition approach that specifically focuses on the expert network for determining the most suitable team. Our approach differs in three significant aspects. First, we model a trade-off between skill coverage and team connectivity whereas [@bb0065] treats every expert above a certain skill threshold as equally suitable and ignores every expert below that threshold. Second, our algorithm aims for a fully connected team graph (i.e., relations between every pair of experts). Theodoros et al. optimize the team connectivity based on a minimum spanning tree (MST). We argue that it is more important to focus on having most members well connected (i.e. everybody trusts (almost) everybody else) within the team than focusing on having each member tightly connected to only one other member. Also Singh [@bb0070] shows that a densely connected team is vital for successful open source developer cooperation. Most importantly we apply recommendations instead of direct interaction links when the underlying network becomes too sparsely connected.

Analysis of various network topologies [@bb0075; @bb0080] has demonstrated the impact of the network structure on efficient team composition. General research on the formation of groups in large scale social networks [@bb0085] helps to understand the involved dynamic aspects but does not provide the algorithms for identifying optimal team configurations. Investigations into the structure of various real-world networks provides vital understanding of the underlying network characteristics relevant to the team composition problem [@bb0090; @bb0095]. Papers on existing online expert communities such as Slashdot [@bb0100] and Yahoo! answers [@bb0105] yield specific knowledge about the social network structure and expertise distribution that need to be supported by a team composition mechanism.

Complementary approaches regarding extraction of expert networks and their skill profile include mining of email data sets [@bb0110; @bb0115] or open source software repositories [@bb0120]. Additional sources include (scientific) publications and financial data [@bb0125], social network page visits [@bb0130], telecommunication data [@bb0135], and online forum posts [@bb0140].

Related research efforts based on non-functional aspects (i.e., non-skill related aspects) can also be found in the domain of service composition [@bb0145]. Here, services with the required capabilities need to be combined to provide a desirable, overall functionality. Composition is driven by the client\'s preferences [@bb0150], environment context [@bb0155; @bb0160], or service context (i.e., current expert context) [@bb0165]. We can take inspiration from such research to refine the properties and requirements of teams to include context such as expert\'s organization or location. Nonetheless, the network structure remains equally unexplored in service composition.

In contrast, the network structure has gained significant impact for determining the most important network element. A prominent example of a graph-based global importance metric is Google\'s page rank [@bb0170]. An extended version [@bb0175] yields total ranks by aggregating search-topic-specific ranks. Balog and De Rijke [@bb0180] extract a social profile from collaborations within intranets to find suitable experts. The Aardvark search engine by Horowitz and Kamvar [@bb0185] leverages social ties for expert finding in a user\'s extended network. Inspired by the page rank algorithm, Schall [@bb0190] applies interaction intensities and skills to rank humans in mixed service-oriented environments. These algorithms and frameworks provide additional means to determine person-centric metrics but do not address the team composition problem per se. The potential of expert finding applications, however, and subsequently the impact on team formation cannot be underestimated. Social network-based expert finding and subsequently team formation will soon become central business concerns [@bb0195].

The model of recommendation-based link establishment is closely related to link prediction in social networks. Such models are used to introduce connections between single members of a community by evaluating various properties. For instance, work by [@bb0200; @bb0205] discusses link prediction based on similarity, focusing on structural graph properties such as number of neighbors and number of in/out links.

In social trust networks [@bb0210] recommendations reflect transitive relations among members. In that case, unconnected nodes in a trust network are connected through an intermediate node that mediates second hand knowledge among its neighbors. In the future, direct trust between humans will play an ever more important role as privacy remains a largely unsolved challenge [@bb0215]. Hence we believe that establishing explicit trust in social networks (e.g., [@bb0220; @bb0225]), respectively becoming aware of distrust, will become a significant factor in team formation.

3. Motivational scenarios and fundamental issues {#s0015}
================================================

In today\'s highly dynamic large-scale networks, people are no longer able to keep track of the dynamics, such as registration of new actors in expert networks and emerging skills and expertise of collaboration partners. Since interactions and collaborations on the Web are observable, systems can analyze tasks performed in the past in order to determine network structures and member profiles automatically [@bb0230; @bb0210]. Based on these assumptions, our work aims at discovering effective member compositions, i.e., teams, in collaborative network for given tasks that demand for particular skills. For that purpose we do not only consider skills and expertise of single members but also their social embedding in their respective communities.

3.1. Application scenarios {#s0020}
--------------------------

Here we demonstrate the wide applicability of our approach in a large area of motivating use case scenarios:•*Crowdsourcing*. Suppose that an IT consulting company outsources work to a crowd where a set of experts processes assigned tasks on demand. The incentive for processing tasks can be based on monetary rewards or other community based reputation schemes. However, the allocation of experts depends on people\'s skills and expertise. Especially complex tasks demand for compositions of experts having a wide variety of skills and expertise. In that case, also social structures need to be taken into account, for instance, to ensure compatibility of collaboration behavior and working styles.•*Open Web-based Collaboration*. A typical example for open Web-based collaboration is *Wikipedia*.[1](#fn0005){ref-type="fn"} Here, people can freely interact with others to discuss issues of articles and potential improvement in order to increase overall quality. Groups of authors who frequently co-edit articles deem to be more efficient than totally unrelated authors. The reason is that authors already know each other\'s quality standards and detailed capabilities to share work efficiently.•*Cross-Organizational Processes*. Establishing cross-organizational social networks that span thousands of people across different departments and even organizational boundaries has been in a research focus since years. With the recent availability of fast and reliable communication networks these large-scale systems are being realized. A major focus of research in this area is to link geographically distributed people to build virtual teams assigned to global processes. One indicator for efficient team collaboration is the amount and density of interactions among its members. Once a team successfully performed a set of tasks, this composition should be encouraged and maintained to be reused for future work.

3.2. Problem outline {#s0025}
--------------------

Increasing complexity of tasks demands for the assembly of multiple people to teams. This team assembly process is based on numerous constraints, including the set of demanded skills which a candidate group of workers needs to cover. In the following ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"} ), we outline inherent problems in detail and discuss various concepts and techniques that assist the composition of workforces.

[Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}a shows an interaction (collaboration) network comprising members (nodes) and interaction links (edges). Each edge is associated with a weight depending on performed interactions (depicted by the line thickness). Let us consider 9 members of this network whose profiles match at least one required skill.[2](#fn0010){ref-type="fn"} In particular, the skills of each node are given as A {p2p}, B {p2p}, C {ml, p2p}, D {we}, E {we, dm}, F{ml}, G {ml}, H {dm}, and J {dm, ml}. An optimal composition in this case can be established based on skill matching and weighted links between nodes. Thus, the optimal composition in this scenario is given by combining the capabilities of nodes B, C, and E.

Especially in large-scale and highly dynamic environments, however, the availability of people frequently changes and greatly influences the ability to utilize the skills of certain network members. Availability of people must be considered when composing a workforce. Suppose that C, H, and J are not available (see also red colored nodes in [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}b) in this given setting. As C is not available, another candidate team solution comprising all required skills is the set {A,D, E, G}. The *connectivity* of this team is, however, rather low. The metric *interaction distance* is an indicator for the structural connectivity in collaboration networks. One of the novel contributions in this work is to use *recommendations* to identify suitable experts for replacing unavailable members. As shown in [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}b, a match yielding tighter relations (based on interaction weights) can be obtained when considering {B, E, F}. Recommendations are based on skills (e.g., {ml} associated with the profiles of, for example, C and F), thereby introducing new links between nodes. For simplicity, we augment the visualization of the interaction network by showing these links as dashed lines. Recommendations help establish new collaborations between members of a network. In [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}b, C recommends F to B, which subsequently results in forming a new link from B to F. The strength (weight) of the recommendation depends on the interaction-based distance of B and C as well as C and F.

While finding a suitable team in the given example is rather simple, the team formation problem becomes much more challenging in a large social network. With a linear increase in experts, the number of combinations to check grows exponentially. At the same time, the best connected experts -- which are usually also the best skilled ones -- display an increasing number of relations. Consequently, checking for recommendations becomes computationally expensive.

3.3. Approach outline {#s0030}
---------------------

Three major stages describe the progress toward team composition:1.*Network Establishment.* First, we establish a group of experts and corresponding social network ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}a) that provides the weighted interaction links among them, the respective skill profiles, and information about expert availability.2.*Candidate Selection.* From this network, we select the set of team candidates which need to be available and provide at least one required skill ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}b). However, the top ranked experts provide the highest expertise but usually come with low connectivity.3.*Heuristic Optimization.* Finally, team composition aims to find a better connected team based on direct interactions and recommendations while maintaining high skill coverage ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}c).

4. Multi-objective team composition {#s0035}
===================================

4.1. Preliminaries {#s0040}
------------------

A team composition consists of experts, a weighted social network structure, and a set of skills $\mathcal{S}$. The social network is modeled as an undirected, weighted graph $\mathcal{G}$ ~*SN*~($\mathcal{U}$, $\mathcal{E}$) where the vertices are experts *u*  ∈  $\mathcal{U}$, and the edges represent collaborations in joint activities. The edge weight *w* ~*e*~ describes the distance between two experts. A small edge weight represents frequent collaboration between two experts while a high edge weight describes rare collaboration. The proximity (Eq. [(1)](#fo0005){ref-type="disp-formula"}) of an expert to itself is zero (*prox*(*u* ~*i*~, *u* ~*i*~) = 0). The proximity *prox*(*u* ~*i*~, *u* ~*j*~) between two experts is defined by the shortest hop path (SHP) with minimum edge weights. We sum across all traversed edges and take the hop count (*h*) to account for the number of intermediary experts.$$prox\left( u_{i},u_{j} \right) = \left( h*\left( h - 1 \right) + 1 \right)*\sum\limits_{k}\mspace{2mu} w_{h}\forall w_{h} \in max\left\lbrack SHP\left( u_{i},u_{j} \right) \right\rbrack\text{.}$$

An expert\'s skill profile $\mathcal{P}$ ~*i*~ contains for each skill a corresponding expertise level *q* ~*i*~(*s*). The expertise level is measured on a scale from 0 to 1, where 1 describes the maximum achievable expertise. Set of required skills for a team is denoted as $\mathcal{S}$ ~*R*~  ⊆  $\mathcal{S}$. A valid team configuration $\mathcal{T}$($\mathcal{U}$ ~*T*~, $\mathcal{S}$ ~*R*~) consists of experts $\mathcal{U}$ ~*T*~  ⊆  $\mathcal{U}$, such that for each *s* ~*i*~  ∈  $\mathcal{S}$ ~*R*~ there exists at least one expert *u* ~*j*~  ∈  $\mathcal{U}$ $\mathcal{T}$ providing that skill (*q* ~*j*~(*s* ~*i*~) \>  *q*(s)~*min*~ with *q*(s)~*min*~  ≥ 0). We identify the expert *u* assigned to provide skill *s* within team $\mathcal{T}$ as *u* $\mathcal{T}$(*s*).

We establish the collaboration network and skill profile through observation of user interactions. Each interaction takes place in the scope of an activity which in turn is associated with exactly one skill. The sum of all involvements in activities produces the expert\'s skill profile. Specifically for each skill, there exists a mapping function *f* ~*s*~($\mathcal{E}$ ~*u*~  ↦  *q* ~*u*~(s)) that determines the expertise level from the set of an expert\'s edges $\mathcal{E}$ ~*u*~.

[Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"} (top left) displays an excerpt from the interaction log of users Alice, Bob, Carol, and Dave.[3](#fn0015){ref-type="fn"} Alice and Bob have interacted together three times in a *p2p* related activity and once in a *dm* related activity. In total, Bob applied his *p2p* skills 6 times, his *dm* skills once, and his *ml* skill also only once. In this example, the mapping function *f* from edges to expertise level is a linear transformation. For each skill, we take the maximum skill occurrence (e.g., *p2p*  = 6), thus deriving Alice\'s expertise level of *q* ~*Alice*~(*p*2*p*) = 0.5.

In addition to the skill profile, each expert provides load information to indicate his ability to participate in a new team. Load is modeled as a boolean value *l* ~*u*~  =  *true*  \|  *false* where *true* denotes an available expert, while *false* denotes an overloaded expert.

4.2. Problem definition {#s0045}
-----------------------

Given a set of experts $\mathcal{U}$, a social network $\mathcal{G}$ ~*SN*~, and required skill set $\mathcal{S}$ ~*R*~, find the team configuration $\mathcal{T}$ that provides the best match of user skills to required skills while reducing team distance as much as possible. Having a multi-objective function, we aim at maximizing the skill coverage function $\mathcal{C}$ $\mathcal{T}$, while minimizing the team density function $\mathcal{D}$ $\mathcal{T}$. Additionally we need to satisfy the following constraints: for each skill there exists a lower threshold *q*(*s*)~*min*~ that defines the minimum expertise level within the team, and a set of team configuration constraints $\mathcal{G}$. Example constraints restrict the maximal number of skills a single expert may provide, or the minimum size of a team. How such constraints are formulated in detail is irrelevant at this point. Formally we can describe the team formation problem as follows:$$\begin{array}{l}
{\text{maximize}\qquad\mathcal{C}\left( \mathcal{T} \right)} \\
{\text{minimize}\qquad\mathcal{D}\left( \mathcal{T} \right)} \\
\end{array}$$such that:$$\begin{array}{l}
{u_{\mathcal{T}}\left( s \right) > q\left( s \right)_{\mathit{\min}}\forall s \in \mathcal{S}_{R}} \\
{g\left( \mathcal{T} \right) = \text{true}\forall g \in \mathcal{G}\text{.}} \\
\end{array}$$

Brute-force testing of every possible combination quickly becomes unfeasible. Testing *m* experts for $\left| \mathcal{S}_{\mathcal{R}} \right|$ skills has $\mathcal{O}$ $\left( m^{|\mathcal{S}_{\mathcal{R}}|} \right)$ computational complexity (i.e., already for 10 experts and 10 skills, we would need to analyze 10 billion combinations). In the next subsection, we show that the described team formation problem is NP-complete and thus requires a heuristic to derive good solutions. We further analyze the computational complexity for calculating a team\'s quality when discussing the heuristics in [Section 6.7](#s0115){ref-type="sec"}.

4.3. NP completeness {#s0050}
--------------------

We demonstrate that the multi-objective team formation problem is NP complete by reducing it first to a single objective problem. We assume that for a particular skill *s* all experts with an expertise level above a certain threshold are equally well suited (*q*(*s*) \>  *req*(*s*)). Thus, the problem is reduced to finding the team structure with the strongest ties in-between all members.

This problem is related to determining a clique in a weighted graph. At this moment, however, it is unclear which and how many experts are part of the best team. Also it is unlikely that this team actually exhibits a fully connected subgraph. Consequently we cannot directly search for the best clique yet. We model skills and interaction structure as a weighted complete k-partite graph. A k-partite graph consists of *k* distinct sets of nodes so that there are no edges between any two nodes in the same set. Edges exist between nodes of different sets. In a *complete* k-partite graph, every node is connected to (i.e., is adjacent to) every other node outside its set. For our problem, the set of required skills corresponds to the *k* sets in the k-partite graph. The nodes within each set are 2-tuples of expert and skill \<  *u*, *s*\>. An expert providing multiple skills above the threshold produces a tuple in each corresponding set. Ultimately, each set in the k-partite graph consists of tuples that contain the same skill *s* and all experts providing that skill. The edge weights between two tuples in different sets are given by the proximity measurement (see above) between the two corresponding experts.

Ultimately, a selection of exactly one tuple from each set constitutes a valid team where each tuple is connected to every other tuple in the team. The edges between the tuples determine the team\'s density. The tuples in the selection determine which experts are to provide what skill. When flattening the k-partite graph into a regular graph following properties hold: (i) any valid team will be a clique and (ii) the maximum clique size is k. The best team is then a matter of finding the minimum-weighted clique. This is trivially transformed into a maximum clique problem by inverting the edge weights. It is generally known that the maximum clique problem is NP-complete. We, thus, can infer that also the observed team formation problem is NP-complete.

4.4. Modeling the objective functions {#s0055}
-------------------------------------

To obtain a team\'s skill coverage $\mathcal{C}\left( \mathcal{T} \right)$ (Eq. [(2)](#fo0020){ref-type="disp-formula"}), we take the experience level of each expert assigned to provide a particular skill *s* within team $\mathcal{T}$. Ignoring any team constraints, the best possible composition consists of the best skilled experts (i.e., an expert having maximum experience level *q*(*s*) = 1) for every skill *s*  ∈  $\mathcal{S}_{\mathcal{R}}$. One user potentially covers multiple skills.$$\mathcal{C}\left( \mathcal{T} \right) = \frac{\sum_{\mathcal{S}_{\mathcal{R}}}u_{\mathcal{T}}\left( s \right)}{\left| \mathcal{S}_{\mathcal{R}} \right|}\qquad where\mspace{2mu} u \in \mathcal{T}\forall s \in \mathcal{S}_{\mathcal{R}}\text{.}$$

We denote the best possible composition ($\mathcal{C}$($\mathcal{T}$) = 1) as *Top*($\mathcal{S}_{\mathcal{R}}$). This top expert composition, however, usually does not yield tight relations between the experts. Hence, we try to reduce a team\'s distance $\mathcal{D}$($\mathcal{T}$).

The distance function reflects our assumption that a-priori acquaintance of any two team members is crucial to successful collaboration. The direct team distance (Eq. [(3)](#fo0025){ref-type="disp-formula"}) is thus defined as the sum of link weights between members plus a penalty distance for non-existing links. The number of non-existing links are determined by calculate the maximum possible number of links between members, and subtracting the number of existing intra team links (\|$\mathcal{E}$ ~*t*~\|).$$\mathcal{W}_{e}\left( \mathcal{T} \right) = \sum\limits_{\mathcal{T}}\mspace{2mu} w_{e}\left( u_{i},u_{j} \right) + \left( {\left| \mathcal{T} \right|*\left( \left| \mathcal{T} \right| - 1 \right)*0.5 - \left| \mathcal{E}_{t} \right|} \right)*\beta*max\left( w_{e} \right)\forall u_{i},u_{j} \in \mathcal{T}\text{.}$$

The penalty parameter *β* determines the impact on distance when we drop an edge with maximum weight *max*(*w* ~*e*~). For *β*  = 1, we treat two experts yielding link of *max*(*w* ~*e*~) as if they were not connected at all. If we set *β* too low, non-existing links are not penalized and we will not be able to find a better connected team than *Top*($\mathcal{S}_{\mathcal{R}}$). If we set *β* too high, only fully connected teams will yield low distance and thus be considered. A sensible value derived from our experiments is *β*  = 4 which we will use throughout this paper.

We inverse the distance objective function and instead of minimizing distance we aim to maximize the distance improvement (Eq. [(4)](#fo0030){ref-type="disp-formula"}) compared to the Top Team.$$\mathcal{D}\left( \mathcal{T} \right) = \frac{\mathcal{W}_{e}\left( \mathcal{T} \right)}{W_{e}\left( Top\left( \mathcal{S}_{\mathcal{R}} \right) \right)}$$where *W* ~*e*~(*Top*($\mathcal{S}_{\mathcal{R}}$)) is the team distance of the Top Team.

We aggregated the objective functions in order to determine the best team. The overall composition quality $\mathcal{Q}$($\mathcal{T}$) (Eq. [(5)](#fo0035){ref-type="disp-formula"}) is given as a linear combination of skill coverage and distance improvement. The trade-off parameter *α* encodes a preference towards best coverage (*α*  ⊣ 1) or towards minimum distance (*α*  ⊣ 0).[4](#fn0020){ref-type="fn"} The optimum team configuration is then given by the composition with maximum quality.$$Q\left( \mathcal{T} \right) = \alpha*\mathcal{C}\left( \mathcal{T} \right) + \left( 1 - \alpha \right)*\left( {1 - \mathcal{D}\left( \mathcal{T} \right)} \right)\qquad with\mspace{11mu}\alpha = \left\lbrack 0,1 \right\rbrack\text{.}$$

For a required skill set $\mathcal{S}_{\mathcal{R}}$  = {*p*2*p*, *ml*} and *α*  = 0.5, the best workforce of experts in [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"} comprises users Alice and Bob. For $\mathcal{T}$ ~*A,B*~  = {*Alice*, *Bob*}, the skill coverage is $\mathcal{C}$(*A*, *B*) = 0.93, the distance amounts to $\mathcal{W}$ ~*e*~(*A*, *B*) = 0.50 (already applying the multi-skill per expert aware distance function as outlined in the next subsection). The overall quality yields $Q$(*A*, *B*) = 0.72. There is an alternative set $\mathcal{T}$ ~*B,D*~  = {*Bob*, *Dave*} that exhibits better coverage $\mathcal{C}$(*B*, *D*) = 1 but higher distance ($\mathcal{W}$ ~*e*~(*B*, *D*) = 0.5), which overall yields only $Q$(*B*, *D*) = 0.5.

4.5. Multiple skill provisioning {#s0060}
--------------------------------

So far we have assumed that each expert in a composition provides exactly one skill. In some situations, it is beneficial to have an expert provide multiple skills. For a set of required skills $\mathcal{S}_{\mathcal{R}}$  = {*p*2*p*, *ml*, *dm*}, Bob can provide *p2p* and *dm* skills, while Alice provides *ml*. We need to create a new composition view to correctly calculate recommendations and ultimately also distance. We simply split an expert profile that provides multiple skills and create a virtual profile for every skill. In [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"} , Bob\'s profile is separated into Bob1 and Bob2, one for *p2p* and *dm* respectively. Bob\'s social network edge set is replicated for each virtual profile.

Distance needs to reflect the fact that an expert potentially provides multiple skills. So far teams with experts that provide multiple skills would yield lower distance. For the above listed example skill set $\mathcal{S}_{\mathcal{R}}$ we have three composition candidates: $\mathcal{T}$ ~*B*1,*D,A*~  = {*Bob*1, *Dave*, *Alice*} happens to be the *Top* team, $\mathcal{T}$ ~*B*1,*D,B*2~  = {*Bob*1, *Dave*, *Bob*2}, and $\mathcal{T}$ ~*B*1,*A,B*2~  = {*Bob*1, *Alice*, *Bob*2}. [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"} left part provides the coverage, interaction distance, and overall quality for the multi-skill unaware distance calculation. Apparently, a composition of Alice and Bob is preferable over a composition comprising Alice, Bob, and Dave; which in turn outperforms a combination of Bob and Dave. When we compare $\mathcal{T}$ ~*B*1,*D,A*~ and $\mathcal{T}$ ~*B*1,*D,B*2~ more closely, we notice that both provide the same skill coverage. $\mathcal{T}$ ~*B*1,*D,B*2~, however, yields a better distance ratio as the distance measurement is unaware that Bob provides two skills.

The distance is more accurately represented when the distance calculation is based on the network including the virtual experts. This requires introducing an interaction link between the virtual expert profiles. In [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"} the additional edge is displayed as a red, double line. As we assume that provisioning of two skills by the same expert does not raise any expert internal conflicts we apply the minimum possible interaction edge weight *w* ~*e*~(*u* ~*i*~, *u* ~*i*~) = 0.

Applying this new distance calculation we determine new distance measurements. The superscript *v* is used only in this section to distinguish between calculation with and without virtual profiles. Later calculations are virtual profile aware by default. The right part of [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"} provides the multi-skill aware distance and quality measurements. We still observe $\mathcal{T}$ ~*B*1,*A,B*2~ as the best composition, however, $\mathcal{T}$ ~*B*1,*D,B*2~ is now considered of equal quality as $\mathcal{T}$ ~*B*1,*D,A*~ as its distance is the same. Note that the distance calculation does not include recommendations yet. We outline in the following section how to integrate interaction weights and recommendations.

5. Expert recommendation {#s0065}
========================

The goal of recommendation is to increase skill coverage and/or density by considering experts that are not directly connected to the existing team composition of experts $\mathcal{T}$. When Alice has frequently worked with Bob, and Bob in turn has frequently interacted with Carol, then Carol might be a suitable candidate in a composition with Alice when Bob is not available. Adding a non-connected expert to a composition, however, will greatly increase the team distance. In this section, we discuss how to use recommendations in the distance calculation to mitigate the effect of missing links.

Recommendations are skill dependent. For a given single recommendation in [Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"} between Alice and Carol (the recommendees) via Bob (the recommender), we observe which skills the two (disconnected) experts provide within the team. Here, Alice contributes skill *dm* while Carol is contributing skill *p2p* --- Bob\'s particular role in the composition is irrelevant in this recommendation. The recommendation reflects then how well Bob can evaluate the expertise of both recommendees.

The recommendation\'s strength depends on two factors. First, both the expertise level of recommending expert and the expertise level of the recommended experts have impact. Two experts can increasingly well evaluate each other the higher their corresponding expertise levels are. Thus, the recommendation strength will be equal for a low-skilled expert recommending a high-skilled expert or whether the recommendation occurs in the opposite direction. In the former case, one cannot expect the low-skilled expert to give an accurate recommendation, while in the latter case the high-skilled expert will not fully endorse the low-skilled neighbor.

Second, the amount of past collaborations determines how well the two experts were in contact to obtain a correct view on their neighbors\' skills. So far we did not consider which skills where involved in the common activities that formed the direct edge weight *w* ~*e*~. When calculating direct distance, we primarily want to answer who are able to work together successfully. For the purpose of giving recommendations, on the other hand, we must base our calculations on skill-centric edge weights *w* ~*s*~. It reflects how often two experts have collaborated within the scope of a particular skill *s*. When an (unavailable) expert *u* ~*z*~ gives a recommendation (Eq. [(6)](#fo0040){ref-type="disp-formula"}) between expert *u* ~*x*~ (providing skill *s* ~*k*~) and expert *u* ~*y*~ (providing skill *s* ~*l*~) s/he can only do so if s/he is qualified in the two involved skills (*s* ~*k*~,*s* ~*l*~). It reflects the confidence *u* ~*x*~ has in the recommending expert *u* ~*z*~ that s/he can correctly judge the expertise of *u* ~*y*~. Therefore the link strength of *w* ~*s*~(*u* ~*z*~, *u* ~*y*~) is limited to interactions in scope of *s* ~*l*~ and vice versa the confidence of *u* ~*y*~ in *u* ~*z*~ to judge *ux* correctly. When considering all skills, that (unavailable) expert *u* ~*z*~ might have no personal experience in how well any of the other two experts provide their respective skill and therefore cannot give reliable recommendations. For example, the edge between Alice and Bob for skill *p2p* has *w* ~*s*~  = 3. A single recommendation *rec* ~1~ between two experts (*u* ~*x*~, *u* ~*y*~) via a connecting expert (*u* ~*z*~) is subsequently defined as:$$rec_{1}\left( u_{x},s_{k},u_{z},u_{y},s_{l} \right) = 0.5*\left( q_{x}\left( s_{k} \right)*q_{z}\left( s_{k} \right)*w_{s}\left( u_{x},u_{z},s_{k} \right) + q_{y}\left( s_{l} \right)*q_{z}\left( s_{l} \right)*w_{s}\left( u_{z},u_{y},s_{l} \right) \right)\forall q_{i} \neq 0$$where *s* ~*k*~ and *s* ~*l*~ are the skill contributed by *u* ~*x*~ and *u* ~*y*~, respectively. When at least one expertise level *q*  = 0, then the recommendation chain is considered broken and *rec* ~1~  = 0. Note also that the recommendation is not reciprocal as the recommending expert would have to apply different edge weights, i.e., *rec* ~1~(*u* ~*x*~, *s* ~*k*~, *u* ~*z*~, *u* ~*y*~, *s* ~*l*~) ≠  *rec* ~1~(*u* ~*y*~, *s* ~*k*~, *u* ~*z*~, *u* ~*x*~, *s* ~*l*~).

A recommendation between two members is not limited to a single common neighbor. Instead we aggregate the recommendation of all joint neighbors (Eq. [(7)](#fo0045){ref-type="disp-formula"}). This has the advantageous side effect of making use of the social network structure of overloaded experts. The links of all members -- regardless of the member\'s availability -- provide the input to recommendations. [Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"} introduces two additional experts -- John and Jane -- and their respective expertise levels.[5](#fn0025){ref-type="fn"} When calculating the aggregated recommendation weight between Alice and Carol, we consider only Bob, Jane, and John --- the three joint neighbors. Although Jane has strong links to both Alice and Carol, she does not contribute to the recommendation as she does not share the dm skill with Alice. In case, however, Alice would contribute the *ml* skill, Jane\'s recommendation would weigh in heavily at *rec* ~1~(*Alice*,  *ml*,  *Jane*,  *Carol*,  *p*2*p*) = 0.75. Ultimately, only Bob and John produce the aggregated recommendation *w* ~*r*~(*u* ~*x*~, *s* ~*k*~, *u* ~*y*~, *s* ~*l*~):$$w_{r}\left( u_{x},s_{k},u_{y},s_{l} \right) = \sum\limits_{i}\mspace{2mu} rec_{1}\left( u_{x},s_{k},u_{i},u_{y},s_{l} \right)\left\{ \forall u_{i} \middle| \exists e\left( u_{x},u_{i} \right) \land \exists e\left( u_{i},u_{y} \right) \right\}\text{.}$$

This definition ensures that a recommendation is skill dependent. Only links from common neighbors determine the recommendation\'s strength. A particular expert might exhibit a large number of strong interaction links. If those links, however, do not end at common neighbors, they will not yield a strong recommendation.

A single strong recommendation between two experts is insufficient to decide whether they should form a composition with others. Instead, we need to calculate recommendations between the non-connected expert and all other experts in an existing composition. Recommendations exist also between directly connected experts. Take the segmented team in [Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}a as an example. Initially recommendations exist only between Alice and Carol as well as between John and Jane. An additional single link that combines the two segments ([Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}b) causes a substantial rise in recommendations. In order to avoid a distortion by a single new link, we also calculate the recommendations between directly connected experts (*u* ~*x*~, *u* ~*y*~) by aggregating *rec* ~1~(*u* ~*x*~, *s* ~*k*~, *u* ~*y*~, *u* ~*y*~, *s* ~*l*~) and *rec* ~1~(*u* ~*x*~, *s* ~*k*~, *u* ~*x*~, *u* ~*y*~, *s* ~*l*~). The overall team recommendation weight $\mathcal{W}$ ~*r*~($\mathcal{T}$) is then defined as:$$\mathcal{W}_{r}\left( \mathcal{T} \right) = \sum w_{r}\left( u_{i},s_{k},u_{j},s_{l} \right)\forall u_{i},u_{j} \in \mathcal{T} \land i \neq j\text{.}$$

5.1. Aggregating interaction and recommendation weights {#s0070}
-------------------------------------------------------

For testing various composition candidates, we need to be able to compare the effect of including a non-connected expert to including a weakly connected expert in terms of interaction edge weight. Our approach is to derive also recommendations for already connected experts (as outlined above), and evaluate the distance based on a linear combination of interactions and recommendations.

We can avoid comparing interaction distance and recommendations directly. The expert team formation problem is rather focused on how much interaction distance decreases, respectively the recommendation weight increases, compared to the initial expert configuration *Top*($\mathcal{S}_{\mathcal{R}}$).

We replace the pure interaction-based sum as the sole distance measurement as introduced in [Section 4](#s0035){ref-type="sec"}. In particular, we apply a linear combination of interactions $\mathcal{W}$ ~*e*~($\mathcal{T}$) and recommendations $\mathcal{W}$ ~*r*~($\mathcal{T}$) according to the trade-off factor *γ*  = \[0, 1\] (Eq. [(9)](#fo0055){ref-type="disp-formula"}). Note that we aim to minimize distance, and respectively maximize recommendations. The overall quality function $\mathcal{Q}$($\mathcal{T}$) assumes distance to decrease with better team configurations. Thus, we minimize 1/$\mathcal{W}$ ~*r*~ to obtain a correct overall distance function $\mathcal{D}$($\mathcal{T}$).$$\mathcal{D}\left( \mathcal{T} \right) = \gamma*\frac{\mathcal{W}_{e}\left( \mathcal{T} \right)^{\prime}}{\mathcal{W}_{e}\left( Top\left( \mathcal{S}_{\mathcal{R}} \right) \right)} + \left( 1 - \gamma \right)*\frac{\mathcal{W}_{r}\left( Top\left( \mathcal{S}_{\mathcal{R}} \right) \right)}{\mathcal{W}_{r}\left( \mathcal{T} \right)}\text{.}$$

The interaction distance *W* ~*e*~ penalizes missing team edges. By choosing *γ* close to or equal to 0, we no longer analyze those direct edges and instead rely on recommendations only.

5.2. Interaction and recommendation tradeoff {#s0075}
--------------------------------------------

In highly connected networks, we risk having the recommendations overpower the direct interaction links. Especially social networks that lack a rich-club structure (see [@bb0090]) are prone to produce compositions of non-connected experts. The rich-club phenomenon describes a type of network topology where the highest-degree nodes are well connected among themselves --- they form a 'club'. This club would provide a team of top experts which results in low distance and also high recommendations. However, investigations of the rich-club phenomenon in scientific collaboration networks (e.g., [@bb0095]) have shown that such tight collaborative groups exist only within particular research domains but not beyond. Without a rich-club structure, the highest degree experts exhibit a large number of less skilled neighbors. These have tight links to multiple top-ranked experts (see [Fig. 8](#f0040){ref-type="fig"} ) and thus produce strong recommendations. In such a setting, these recommendations are likely to dominate over direct interaction links. Consequently, we need a careful balance between recommendations and direct interaction links (i.e., a suitable value for *γ*).

We analyze the number of links between experts to determine the best value for *γ*. [Fig. 9](#f0045){ref-type="fig"} displays three simple social network examples. In each case, the experts Alice, Bob, and Carol are the available experts from which we aim to find an optimal subset. The set of available experts for a given formation problem is defined as the candidate graph $\mathcal{G}_{\mathit{Cand}} \subseteq \mathcal{G}_{\mathit{SN}}$.

Recommendations are most important when there are no or hardly any direct links between experts. In the extreme case (see [Fig. 9](#f0045){ref-type="fig"}a) no direct links can be applied to derive the distance. Here we have to rely solely on recommendations and consequently set *γ*  = 0. In case of the other extreme ([Fig. 9](#f0045){ref-type="fig"}b), all candidate experts are connected to each other. Here, we do not need recommendations. Hence, we set *γ*  = 1 and apply only interaction edge weights. Most of the time, however, the candidate graph\'s structure will remain within those extremes (e.g., [Fig. 9](#f0045){ref-type="fig"}c).

We apply the concept of graph density (Eq. [(10)](#fo0060){ref-type="disp-formula"}) to determine a suitable value for *γ*. The graph\'s density describes the ratio of existing edges to maximum number of possible edges (i.e., a full graph):$$dens_{\mathcal{G}} = \frac{2*\left| \mathcal{E} \right|}{\left| \mathcal{V} \right|*\left| {\mathcal{V} - 1} \right|}\text{.}$$

Particularly, we compare the candidate graph\'s density with the social network\'s density (Eq. [(11)](#fo0065){ref-type="disp-formula"}). When the two values are identical, then *γ*  = 0.5. In the interval $\left\lbrack dens\left( \mathcal{G}_{\mathit{SN}} \right);2*dens\left( \mathcal{G}_{\mathit{SN}} \right) \right\rbrack$ *γ* increases towards 1, whereas it drops to zero when moving from *dens*($\mathcal{G}$ ~*SN*~) to 0:$$\gamma = \left\{ \begin{array}{ll}
1 & {if\mspace{2mu} dens\left( \mathcal{G}_{\mathit{Cand}} \right) \geq min\left\lbrack 2*dens\left( \mathcal{G}_{\mathit{SN}} \right);1 \right\rbrack} \\
{dens\left( \mathcal{G}_{\mathit{Cand}} \right)*min\left\lbrack 2*dens\left( \mathcal{G}_{\mathit{SN}} \right);1 \right\rbrack^{- 1}} & {if\mspace{2mu} 0 < dens\left( \mathcal{G}_{\mathit{Cand}} \right) < min\left\lbrack 2*dens\left( \mathcal{G}_{\mathit{SN}} \right);1 \right\rbrack} \\
0 & {otherwise} \\
\end{array}\text{.} \right.$$

The example social network in [Fig. 9](#f0045){ref-type="fig"}c has *dens*($\mathcal{G}$ ~*SN*~) = 8/15 and candidate graph density *dens*($\mathcal{G}$ ~*Cand*~) = 2/3. Hence with *γ*  = 2/3, there is more focus on direct links rather than recommendations. In the evaluation we apply also fixed values of *γ* to analyze the effect of applying only direct interactions (i.e., *γ* ~1~  = 1), respectively only recommendations (i.e., *γ* ~0~  = 0), to determine distance.

6. Heuristics for multi-objective team composition {#s0080}
==================================================

Our goal is to find a better connected team than the aggregation of the top experts for each skill but not necessarily the best possible solution. As demonstrated earlier, the multi-objective team formation problem is NP complete, thus we require a heuristic to find good solutions. Whether a given solutions is also optimal, however, cannot be determined. Simulated Annealing [@bb0235] (SA) and Genetic Algorithms [@bb0240] (GA) are two common heuristics suitable for the underlying problem type. We outline in the following subsection how to solve the team formation problem with these two heuristics and how they differ in finding a solution.

Simulated Annealing and Genetic Algorithms are similar as both test candidate teams, evaluate their quality (for SA denoted *energy*, for GA denoted *fitness*). Both algorithms continue from good teams to improve on the quality until the improvements become too small or the maximum number of iterations is reached. GA and SA differ in their techniques to determine subsequent team candidates, and which candidates to maintain for further exploration. The candidate team with the highest utility at the end is the team formation solution. [Figs. 10 and 11](#f0050 f0055){ref-type="fig"} outline a schematic procedure of the genetic algorithm, respectively simulated annealing.

6.1. Genetic algorithms {#s0085}
-----------------------

A genetic algorithm treats the team formation problem as a population of individuals with different chromosomes. Individuals (i.e., various teams) of each generation mate and generate offspring: the new generation. Individuals with higher fitness as defined by their chromosomes (i.e., team configuration) are more likely to survive and multiply. The dominating individual of the last generation is deemed the best team configuration. An entity\'s chromosomes consist of a set of genes, where each gene represents one skill. The gene value is then the expert that provides that skill.

In each generation, GA utilizes two genetic operators to search for better team configurations:*Crossover* generates new individuals by combining genes from two individuals. The two individuals are chosen randomly. Thus each individual has an equal chance to be selected for mating, however, only the fit offspring will survive into the next generation. During crossover, a randomly chosen gene position divides the chromosomes of two individuals (A and B) in two parts. One new individual obtains the first section of genes from A and the second section of genes from B. The second new individual obtains the inverse genes. In our case, two new team configurations arise each receiving part of their new experts from the other team. We check the next team configurations for constraint violations before these are added to the population pool.*Mutation* takes the chromosomes of an individual and randomly changes one or multiple gene values. The individual itself remains unchanged, rather a copy including the mutation effect is added to the population pool. The amount of change is defined by the mutation rate. This corresponds to a random exchange of one expert for another. Here we ensure upfront, that only experts can be chosen that do not violate any team formation constraints. The expert selection function, as also applied by Simulated Annealing, is detailed further below in Subsection [6.4](#s0100){ref-type="sec"}.

Crossover and Mutation increase the population size through *mating* and *mutation* (Algorithm [1](#en0005){ref-type="statement"} lines 5 + 6). Next, GA evaluates the fitness (see Subsection [6.3](#s0095){ref-type="sec"}) of all individuals (line 7--9) and then selects the best ones to keep the population size constant (line 10). These best individuals are the new generation of team configurations (line 11). In the last generation, the team with highest fitness is selected as winner (line 14).Algorithm 1Genetic Algorithm GA (*maxIt*, *popSize*, *mutRate*, *xoverCount*)1:**function** GA*maxIt*, *popSize*, *mutRate*, *xoverCount*2: *Pop* ← initRandomPopulation(*popSize*)3: *generation* ← 04: **while***generation* \< *maxIt***do**5: *Pop* ← *Pop* ∪ addSolutionsByCrossover(*Pop*, *xoverCount*)6: *Pop* ← *Pop* ∪ addSolutionsByMutation(*Pop*, *mutRate*)7: **for***T* ∈ *Pop***do**8: $\left. fitness_{\mathcal{T}}\leftarrow\text{calcFitness}\left( \mathcal{T} \right) \right.$9: **end for**10: *Pop*~*new*~ ← selectBestSolutions(*Pop*, *popSize*)11: *Pop* ← *Pop*~*new*~12: *generation* ← *generation* + 113: **end while**14: **return**$\left. \mathcal{T}\leftarrow\text{getBestSolution}\left( Pop \right) \right.$15:**end function**

6.2. Simulated annealing {#s0090}
------------------------

Simulated Annealing treats the team formation problem as a dynamic/hot system (representing a team configuration) that undergoes sequential transitions (changing the team) until it settles in a desirable stable/cold state (best team configuration).

In Algorithm [2](#en0010){ref-type="statement"} lines 2 + 3, SA takes an initial team configuration and derives the corresponding energy (see Subsection [6.3](#s0095){ref-type="sec"}). Simulated Annealing continues to evaluate team configurations (line 9 + 10) as long as the temperature has not reached zero and there are more available iterations (line 6). A new team configuration is always accepted when it comes with lower energy (lines 11--16). Worse teams are accepted with probability *p* ~*SA*~ defined as:$$p_{\mathit{SA}} = e^{- \frac{\delta_{\mathit{energy}}}{temp}}$$where *δ* ~*energy*~ is the energy difference between the current and new team configuration and *temp* is the current annealing temperature. Accepting teams with higher energy is possible as long as the temperature remains high, and/or the energy difference is very small.

The freezing process describes the system\'s progress towards settling in a stable state. Freezing thus depends on the cooling rate and current iteration state. As long as the number of successful transitions is high (i.e., *success* close to *count*) the system remains in a search space region that still provides many solutions with lower energy. Thus while hot, the SA searches for configurations that are comparatively different to the current team. To obtain a new configuration, SA applies the same expert selection function (see further below in [Section 6.4](#s0100){ref-type="sec"}) as the GA mutation operator: one expert from the team is replaced by another available expert who doesn\'t violate the team formation constraints. The system cools down when compared solutions are worse than the currently team configuration. In this case, SA assumes the system to be near a global optimum. It then tests team configurations that are comparatively similar to the current configuration to get closer to the optimum. The function for determining the temperature for the next iteration (line 18) is defined as:$$temp_{n} = r_{\mathit{cooling}}^{(limit_{\mathit{accept}} - \frac{success}{count})*count}*temp$$where *count*, *r* ~*cooling*~, and *limit* ~*accept*~ are configuration parameters.

6.3. Team utility function {#s0095}
--------------------------

GA and SA share the team formation objective function but differ in how they interpret the actual quality value. Using their respective terminology, GA aims at maximizing a team\'s fitness (Eq. [(14)](#fo0080){ref-type="disp-formula"}), while SA aims at minimizing a team\'s energy (Eq. [(15)](#fo0085){ref-type="disp-formula"}). For GA, the fitness function for a team configuration $\mathcal{T}$ is defined as:$$fit\left( \mathcal{T} \right) = \frac{1 - \alpha}{\alpha*\left( 1 - C\left( \mathcal{T} \right) \right) + \left( 1 - \alpha \right)*\mathcal{D}\left( \mathcal{T} \right)}\text{.}$$ Algorithm 2Simulated Annealing SA(*maxIt*, *startTemp*, *count*)1:**function** SA*maxIt*, *startTemp*, *count*2: $\left. \mathcal{T}\leftarrow Top\left( \mathcal{S}_{\mathcal{R}} \right) \right.$3: $\left. nrg\leftarrow\text{calcEnergy}\left( \mathcal{T} \right) \right.$4: *temp* ← *startTemp*5: *iteration* ← 06: **while***temp* \> 0 **and***iteration* \< *maxIt***do**7: *success* ← 08: **for** 1 .. *count***do** Expert selection function provides a new team configuration9: $\left. newTeam\leftarrow\text{calcNewExpert}\left( \mathcal{T},temp \right) \right.$10: *nrg*~*new*~ ← calcEnergy(*newTeam*)11: *δ*~*energy*~ = *nrg* − *nrg*~*new*~12: **if** doTransition(*δ*~*energy*~, *newTeam*, *temp*) **then**13: $\left. \mathcal{T}\leftarrow newTeam \right.$14: *nrg* ← *nrg*~*new*~15: *success* ← *success* + 116: **end if**17: **end for**18: *temp* ← calcTemperature(*temp*, *success*)19: *iteration* ← *iteration* + 120: **end while**21: **return**$\mathcal{T}$22:**end function**

The corresponding SA energy function is the inverse of the GA fitness function:$$nrg\left( \mathcal{T} \right) = \frac{\alpha*\left( 1 - C\left( \mathcal{T} \right) \right) + \left( 1 - \alpha \right)*\mathcal{D}\left( \mathcal{T} \right)}{1 - \alpha}$$where dividing the aggregation of coverage and distance by 1 −  *α* ensures that regardless of *α* the *Top*($\mathcal{S}_{\mathcal{R}}$) team and other proportional tradeoffs will yield *nrg*  = 1. *Top*($\mathcal{S}_{\mathcal{R}}$) provides an upper boundary for the possible coverage. As no team configuration can yield higher coverage than the top experts, any team with higher distance than $\mathcal{D}$′~*top*~ will yield *nrg*  \> 1 (respectively *fit*  \< 1) and thus can safely be ignored. Consequently, any better configuration must exhibit lower energy/higher fitness by reducing the distance $\mathcal{D}$($\mathcal{T}$). Expert compositions that additionally come with lower coverage need to yield proportionally even lower distance. The improvement ratio is determined by the tradeoff factor *α*. Thus, any configuration that reduces coverage and distance to similar extent (as defined by *α*) also yields *nrg*  =  *fit*  = 1.

6.4. Expert selection function {#s0100}
------------------------------

The expert selection function generates a new team configuration given a current configuration. The function needs to be able to (a) traverse the search space in short time and (b) find neighboring configuration with similar quality. The first requirement guarantees that both heuristics are able to reach all states in a timely manner, thus potentially identifying the optimum solution. The second requirement ensures convergence of Simulated Annealing as a random solution is more likely to be worse (rather than better) than the current solution.

Our expert selection function addresses both concerns. We randomly select a required skill *s* and exchange the current expert *u* ~*old*~ with another expert *u* ~*new*~ with probability *p* ~*nh*~ (introduced below). Depending on the trade-off parameter *γ* we have to apply a different ranking criteria to identify suitable candidates. We apply the interaction proximity (*prox*) when *γ*  ⊣ 1 and direct interactions determine the team\'s overall distance. In contrast, we apply expert candidate degree (*degree* ~*cand*~) when *γ*  ⊣ 0 and recommendations determine the distance. We calculate the degree in the candidate network $\mathcal{G}$ ~*cand*~ as the candidates provide a minimum level of expertise and thus can give and receive significant recommendations. The complete social network based degree, in contrast, is an unsuitable indicator as it would promote also experts that primarily link to non-qualified neighbors --- which therefore are not in the candidate set and subsequently can give only weak recommendations if at all.

We rank each expert (Eq. [(16)](#fo0090){ref-type="disp-formula"}) according to proximity (*prox*) and degree (*degree* ~*cand*~), with *γ* defining the weight distribution between the two metrics:$$r\left( u_{i} \right) = \frac{\left( {\gamma*r_{\mathit{prox}}\left( u_{i} \right) + \left( 1 - \gamma \right)*\left( 1 - r_{\mathit{degree}}\left( u_{i} \right) \right)} \right) - min\left( u_{i} \right)}{max\left( u_{i} \right) - min\left( u_{i} \right)}$$where *r* is the rank of expert *u* ~*i*~ in the interval \[0,1\] such that the highest proximity, respectively largest degree results in *r* ~*prox*\|*degree*~  = 1 and the lowest value results in *r* ~*prox*\|*degree*~  = 0. The overall rank *r*(*u* ~*i*~) is normalized to the interval \[0, 1\].

The selection probability *p* ~*sd*~  = \[0, 1\] (Eq. [(17)](#fo0095){ref-type="disp-formula"}) depends on the chosen heuristic. The probability is determined by the current temperature in SA *p* ~*nh*~  =  *temp/maxTemp* and by the mutation rate in GA *p* ~*nh*~  =  *mutRate*.$$p_{\mathit{nh}}\left( u_{i} \right) = \left\{ \begin{matrix}
m^{- 1} & {if\mspace{2mu} r\left( u_{i} \right) \leq s_{\mathit{nh}}} \\
{\left( 1 - r\left( u_{i} \right) \right) \ast \left( 1 - p_{\mathit{nh}} \right)^{- 1}} & {otherwise} \\
\end{matrix} \right.$$where *m* is the number of candidate experts, *u* ~*i*~  ∈  $\mathcal{G}$ ~*Cand*~ are all candidates that provide a minimum expertise level of the selected skill (*q* ~*i*~(*s*) \>  *q*(*s*)~*min*~). This prevents the selection of experts that are in close proximity, respectively yield high degree, but who do not provide the required skill. The expert selection function ensures that experts *similar* to the current solution are more likely to be selected when either the mutation rate is low or the temperature is low. Here *similarity* is determined by the prevailing distance measurement (i.e., direct interactions and/or recommendations).

6.5. Heuristic differences {#s0105}
--------------------------

GA and SA differ in following three main aspects:•Number of team configurations available in the next round: GA keeps a population of team configurations while SA keeps only the best team. Hence, GA can simultaneously develop multiple team configurations to avoid getting stuck in local optima.•Team configuration change operators: GA applies crossover to generate radically different teams (where potentially more than one member is new) and mutation to introduce small, random changes. SA in contrast relies only on exchanging a single expert.•Search progress: SA analyzes the number of improved versus worse team configurations to determine the system\'s temperature. It then utilizes that temperature to determine how far a new expert member can be from the current team. GA on the other hand remains unaware of the quality of teams within a population.

6.6. Selecting suitable heuristic parameters {#s0110}
--------------------------------------------

Selecting parameters for SA and GA is not straight forward as there is no general rule applicable to every problem domain. The three main GA parameters are population size, crossover, and mutation probability. Previous work suggests dynamic adaptation for crossover and mutation probabilities [@bb0245], whereas [@bb0250] applies clustering techniques to determine suitable values. The correlation of population size and cross over is investigated in [@bb0255]. These three exemplary works, however, address very different problem domains. In the case of simulated annealing, work on optimizing parameters is similarly problem specific: [@bb0260] addressing a graph partitioning problem, [@bb0265] focusing on the longest common subsequence problem, and [@bb0270] dealing with distributing workload across multiple processors.

As these efforts demonstrate, suitable parameters depend greatly on the underlying problem type. We thus argue that more research effort is required to completely understand the impact of parameter values on SA and GA in the team formation domain. A rigorous analysis of suitable parameters, however, is definitely outside the scope of this paper.

Here, we discuss our settings based on our experience. We applied the simulated annealing algorithm as provided in the JUNG 1.7.6 framework,[6](#fn0030){ref-type="fn"} setting *tries*  = 200, *count*  = 100, *r* ~*cooling*~  = 0.99, and *limit* ~*accept*~  = 0.97. Example JUNG code provided initial parameter values which were then minimally adjusted through experiments. It took about 10 experiment iterations to fine tune those parameters, so we expect similarly low effort when applying our approach to other social network domains. For GA, we utilized the Java Genetic Algorithms Package (JGAP) .[7](#fn0035){ref-type="fn"} We set the population size to 200, the same value as SA *tries* to obtain comparable runtime behavior. Crossover applies to 35% of the population and the mutation rate is 8.3%, both the default values used by the JGAP framework. We expect that values for SA and GA are suitable for social networks with similar link structure and skill distribution. Our experiments demonstrate that these parameters work for networks of various size.

As for tuning of the tradeoff parameter *α* and skill threshold values *q*(*s*)~*min*~ we propose the following mechanisms. Parameterless multi-objective algorithms such as NSGA-II [@bb0275] provide multiple pareto-optimal solutions to the team formation problem without setting *α* to any particular value. The user then inspects the results of a test run and derives from the most 'usable' solutions the corresponding *α* applicable in SA and GA. The skill threshold reflects the number of evaluated experts and thus has an impact on execution time. For high thresholds, only the very few top experts make it into the candidate set. Consequently, the heuristics potentially converge soon but might not find the best tradeoff. For very common skills and low threshold values, on the other hand, every expert in the social network becomes a candidate and the search space increases dramatically. In practice, an upfront analysis of the distribution of each skill is necessary to find suitable thresholds. We assume domain dependent analysis results, but expect the analysis to be of limited effort to conduct. We introduced a single, general limit for each skill as in our simulation all skills are equally common. That limit was 20% of the experts in the overall social network and *q*(s)~*min*~  = 0.2, whichever applied first.

6.7. Scalability aspects {#s0115}
------------------------

We listed the computational complexity for the main functions in [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"} . The number of skills \|$\mathcal{S}_{\mathcal{R}}$\| seems to have a significant effect on team interaction distance and recommendations due to the quadratic runtime complexity. However, we expect no negative performance impact as the number of independent skills within a team is usually low. We propose clustering of commonly collocated skills when a larger skill set is required.

The set of candidate experts has a similarly low impact on performance. Here, we propose precomputing the interaction distance between all candidates. Finding a single shortest path is in *O*(\|*E* ~*Cand*~\| + \|*Cand*\|*log*\|*Cand*\|) [@bb0280]. Both heuristics subsequently apply those distance values during every team transformation (i.e., expert selection) and team quality evaluation. The precomputation is also feasible even for larger candidate sets when distance values remain stable over a larger period of time, e.g., a month. Optimization strategies such as constraining the distance calculation (e.g., assigning a default distance beyond 3 hops) brings an additional performance boost.

A-priori calculation of recommendations, however, is too computationally expensive. There are potentially \|$\mathcal{S}_{\mathcal{R}}$\| \* (\|$\mathcal{S}_{\mathcal{R}}$\| --- 1) different recommendations a single expert *u* ~*z*~ can give between two experts *u* ~*x*~ and *u* ~*y*~. There exist (\|*Cand*\|^3^) of those triples in the form \<  *u* ~*x*~, *u* ~*y*~, *u* ~*z*~\> set when the underlying candidate set is a fully connected graph. While this assumption is unrealistic in most cases, it still prohibits the precalculation of recommendations. Thus the heuristics calculate the recommendations on the fly as needed. Several performance measures are applicable: for small team transformation, such as when only a single member of the team is exchanged, only the recommendations involving the leaving member(s) and the new member(s) need to be determined. Furthermore, we propose the caching of recommendations for even quicker access.

There are additional measures that go beyond tuning the computation of distance and recommendations. Incremental search, for example, starts with a small candidate set that quickly returns results. If the user is not satisfied with the proposed team configurations, s/he can retry with a larger candidate set. Alternatively, the search in a larger candidate set can be carried out in parallel to the initial request. Starting with a small core team that needs to be as well connected as possible is another strategy. Once a core team is established, experts for less important skills that need not yield so good connectivity join the team. The detailed discussion on the implications of these strategies on team quality and algorithm performance is beyond the scope of this paper.

7. Evaluation {#s0120}
=============

In this section, we focus on three aspects of the team formation heuristics: (i) we observe the improvement of team quality to demonstrate the heuristics\' ability to find better team configurations than the initial Top Team (*Top*($\mathcal{S}_{\mathcal{R}}$)); (ii) we analyze the impact of the dynamic trade-off factor *γ* as compared to pure interaction and pure recommendation driven composition to motivate the need for dynamic *γ*; and finally (iii) we compare the performance of the genetic algorithm and simulated annealing.

We evaluate the performance of our workforce composition algorithm based on synthetic data. Thus, we first outline the generation of the social network structure, distribution of skills, and the strategy for selecting overloaded experts. Second, we present the results for various network and skill configurations and display an example of initial and final team configuration. The analysis also includes a comparison to a real world data set which demonstrates the viability of our simulation model.

The experiment results demonstrate the effectiveness of dynamically balancing interaction-based and recommendation-based distance calculation. The dynamic adjustment of trade-off factor *γ* achieves best results in social networks lacking a rich-club phenomenon and which rapidly become very sparse when experts are overloaded. Both heuristics are able to identify team configurations with significantly improved team distance and while maintaining high skill coverage. The Genetic Algorithm, however, consistently outperforms Simulated Annealing.

7.1. Experiment model {#s0125}
---------------------

Most social networks yield a power-law degree distribution [@bb0285; @bb0290]. In such networks most nodes exhibit only a few neighbors while a few nodes are extremely well connected. For simulation purposes such a degree structure emerges from preferential attachment of edges [@bb0295]. For our experiments preferential attachment generates an undirected graph yet without edge weights. This mechanism has new nodes (e.g., node N in [Fig. 12](#f0060){ref-type="fig"} a) establish links preferably to well connected nodes (eventually to node A in [Fig. 12](#f0060){ref-type="fig"}b).

The plain network graph serves as a foundation for defining edge weights and distributing skills. We mimic collaborative behavior by selecting a node and a subset of its neighbors. For this node we now determine a skill depending on the set of distinct, already acquired skill and the maximum allowed amount. The skill counter is then increased on all edges connecting the chosen node and neighborhood subset (e.g., skill *p2p* for nodes A, B, and C in [Fig. 12](#f0060){ref-type="fig"}b). At the same time, also the skill counter of the involved nodes increases by 1. We repeat this step *degree*  ∗  *nodeCount*  ∗ 10 times.

The underlying power-law distribution causes the node and skill selection process to produce a rich-club free edge-weight structure. Whenever we select a low-degree node, the randomly selected neighbor subset is more likely to be of higher degree than equal or lower degree ([Fig. 12](#f0060){ref-type="fig"}b). Analogous, a selected high-degree node will exhibit more low-degree neighbors. Consequently, edges in-between high degree nodes and in-between low-degree nodes have significantly lower weights than edges connecting high-degree with low-degree nodes (represented by line thickness in [Fig. 12](#f0060){ref-type="fig"}c). The second side effect is that high-degree nodes have higher expertise scores than low-degree nodes as they are more likely to participate in collaborations (i.e., neighborhood subsets).

Finally, we introduce the strategy for selecting overloaded experts. We apply degree-based preferential selection of experts rather than a random set. Well-connected experts are more likely to become part of a composition and thus are more likely to be overloaded, respectively unavailable. Hence, high-degree nodes have a higher probability for being marked as unavailable than low-degree nodes (see also [Fig. 12](#f0060){ref-type="fig"}c).

7.2. Experiment configuration {#s0130}
-----------------------------

We simulated two expert networks with 200 (Experiment 1.1, 1.2), respectively 1000 experts (Experiment 2). In the experiments, the overall skill set $\mathcal{S}$ comprises 30 and 100 skills, where each expert can acquire a maximum of 8 and 15 skills. The skill distribution mechanism selects for each expert a subset of 5 and 15 neighbors. The required skill set $\mathcal{S}_{\mathcal{R}}$ consists of 8, respectively 10 randomly selected skills. In addition we apply composition constraints during the team formation process to replicate real world settings: in Experiment 1.1 each expert could provide only a single skill, while for Experiment 1.2 an acceptable team solution is required to have a minimum team size of 6. In Experiment 2, teams must consist of a minimum of 7 experts.

We tested for the effect of expert overload by marking 0%, 10%, 20%, 30%, and 40% as unavailable based on degree-based preferential selection. The benefit of trading off interactions-based and recommendation-based distance becomes apparent when comparing fixed values of *γ* (*γ* ~0~, *γ* ~1~) with dynamically calculating *γ*. Results for each of these configurations derive from the average of 10 iterations with different initialization of the underlying network structure and skill distribution. During all experiments we set the trade-off parameter *α*  = 0.1. This value reflects the fact that coverage can drop sharply when low-quality members join the team, while distance can never reach zero. Thus, we put more weight on reducing distance than aiming for members of high expertise. Experts had to yield *q*(*s*)~*min*~  ≥ 0.2 to be considered for a particular skill *s* to ensure a minimum level of coverage. Experts that did not provide a single required skills were temporarily removed from the social network to improve processing speed. The candidate network $\mathcal{G}$ ~*Cand*~ for the two experiments exhibits on average around 120 and 470 experts, respectively.

7.3. Effect of the dynamic interaction--recommendation tradeoff {#s0135}
---------------------------------------------------------------

[Fig. 13](#f0065){ref-type="fig"} depicts the impact of fixed and dynamic *γ* when applying the Genetic Algorithm for increasing levels of unavailable experts. [Fig. 14](#f0070){ref-type="fig"} provides the same visualizations for the Simulated Annealing heuristic. In each subfigure the green boxes provide the values for dynamically calculated *γ*. Blue circles depict the results for *γ*  = 1, respectively the red triangles for *γ*  = 0. Where applicable, the turquoise crosses on dotted lines provide the values of the starting Top team (*Top*($\mathcal{S}_{\mathcal{R}}$)). We compare both heuristics in [Fig. 17](#f0085){ref-type="fig"}. Higher values are preferred for coverage $\mathcal{C}$ and recommendation distance *W* ~*r*~. In contrast, lower values for interaction distance *W* ~*e*~ and overall team distance improvement $\mathcal{D}$ signify better performance. The error bars illustrate the standard deviation of 10 experiment runs. Note that we shifted some results +.5% along the x-axis and occasionally printed only the upper or the lower error bar for sake of visibility.

### 7.3.1. Impact on the Genetic Algorithm {#s0140}

Inherent to our multi-objective team quality function, any team configuration that comes with merely slightly reduced coverage, needs to yield only equally small improvements on distance (and vice versa). Consequently, with fixed *gamma* ~0~ focusing only on interactions and thus ignoring direct interactions results in consistently higher coverage, higher interaction distance,[8](#fn0040){ref-type="fn"} and higher recommendations ([Fig. 13](#f0065){ref-type="fig"}). We obtain the inverse result with fixed *γ* ~1~. This nicely demonstrates that the team formation problem consists indeed of conflicting optimization functions: maximum coverage and minimum direct interaction distance.

As the trade-off suggests, the dynamically calculated *γ* has direct interactions *W* ~*e*~ and recommendations *W* ~*r*~ always between the fixed *γ* ~0~ and *γ* ~1~ settings. Values for dynamic *γ* tend to be closer to the results for *γ* ~1~ rather than *γ* ~0~ as the network never experiences extreme fragmentation. Thus the fact that *W* ~*r*~(*γ*) never reaches the same level as pure recommendation (*γ* ~0~) is negligible as recommendations serve merely as substitute for direct interactions and thus are not the main objective. However, dynamic *γ* does converge towards *γ* ~0~ as more experts become unavailable.

Most importantly, with dynamic *γ*, the genetic algorithm simultaneously achieves higher recommendations (*W* ~*r*~) and lower interaction distance *W* ~*e*~ than the top team. In the case of coverage, dynamic *γ* even outperforms both fixed configurations (*γ* ~0~, *γ* ~1~): occasionally in Experiment 1.1 ([Fig. 13](#f0065){ref-type="fig"}a) and 1.2, and consistently in Experiment 2 ([Fig. 13](#f0065){ref-type="fig"}d).

Comparing coverage and direct distance with *γ* ~1~ highlights the effect of increasingly unavailable experts. In Experiment 1.1, coverage remain stable, but distance increases ([Fig. 13](#f0065){ref-type="fig"}b), while in Experiment 2 low distance ([Fig. 13](#f0065){ref-type="fig"}e) can only be maintained through reduction in coverage. The dynamic threshold mitigates expert unavailability by successfully exploiting recommendations. This strategy thus maintains high coverage while still improving on distance and recommendation when compared to the Top Team. Experiment 1.2 provides similar results as Experiment 1.1, thus respective figures are excluded here but reported in [Annex A](#s0175){ref-type="sec"} (19a--c).

### 7.3.2. Impact on Simulated Annealing {#s0145}

Overall, SA has similar result characteristics ([Fig. 14](#f0070){ref-type="fig"}) as the GA. For Experiments 1.1 and 1.2, dynamic *γ* has direct interaction distance (*W* ~*r*~), and recommendations (*W* ~*r*~) between both fixed strategies (*mma* ~1~, *γ* ~0~). When comparing coverage, we notice large deviations for *γ* ~1~. In Experiment 2, SA with *γ* ~1~ cannot find significantly better teams than Top Team for more than 30% unavailable experts.

Notice the proximity of *W* ~*e*~ and *W* ~*r*~ to the Top Team values (dotted line in [Fig. 14](#f0070){ref-type="fig"}e + f) combined with high coverage. SA with dynamic *γ*, however, provides similar improvements over the Top Team across all expert availability levels and all experiments. Again, Experiment 1.2 provides similar results as Experiment 1.1, thus respective figures are excluded here but reported in [Annex A](#s0175){ref-type="sec"} ([Fig. 20](#f0100){ref-type="fig"}e--f). Overall, the data demonstrates that both heuristics provide better solutions than either composition strategy by itself when applying the dynamic combination of interactions and recommendations.

7.4. Example team formation {#s0150}
---------------------------

An excerpt from Experiment 1.2 demonstrates the improvement in team distance as achieved by the genetic algorithm ([Fig. 15](#f0075){ref-type="fig"}a) and simulated annealing ([Fig. 15](#f0075){ref-type="fig"}b). [Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"} provides the corresponding skill, team, and metric information. The initial team (Top Team) consists of seven members (\[*U*7, *U*21, *U*23, *U*109, *U*83, *U*76, *U*143\] from a network of 200 experts) provide the eight required skills (*S*0 →  *S*7). The Top Team is weakly connected, with *U*76 and *U*83 having no previous interactions with any of the remaining members. The normalized team density[9](#fn0045){ref-type="fn"} of 0.321 is rather low.

Both heuristics exploit the composition restriction (minimum 6 experts) to the full extent and reduce the initial number of involved experts. The genetic algorithm preserves three members from the Top Team (\[*U*21, *U*23, *U*143\]) but assigns *U*21 a different skill. All three additional members come with high skills (*q*(*s*) ≥ 0.7) and considerably reduce the team distance. The normalized team density is comparatively high with 0.893 due to *U*23 and *U*22 linking to every other member, and only *U*143 featuring less than three intra-team relations. Simulated annealing improves similarly on distance, but not as successfully. Two members from the Top Team *U*21 and *U*143 join 4 new members all having skills higher than 0.45. The lower normalized team density of 0.607 is largely due to two experts (*U*143 and *U*161) having only a single link, and only a single expert (*U*22) yielding previous interactions with all other members.

In direct comparison, the genetic algorithm manages to maintain higher coverage while achieving lower distance than simulated annealing. Inverting the energy metric we obtain the team quality: GA more than doubles the team quality, whereas GA provides only a 58% increase (compared to the Top Team that has quality and energy always equal to 1). Teams produced by GA and SA highlight a general property of the formation process: at least some members of the Top Team will always be part of the best found team. In this example, GA and SA produced rather similar final teams (overlap of 5 members). Later in [Section 7.5.1](#s0160){ref-type="sec"} we test for correlation of GA and SA to determine if this is usually the case.

7.5. Comparing GA and SA for dynamic *γ* {#s0155}
----------------------------------------

In our experiments, the GA consistently outperforms SA. [Fig. 16](#f0080){ref-type="fig"} compares the average fitness values for the best final teams. For full expert availability the genetic algorithm delivers a 2.3× to 3.5× fitness improvement compared to the initial Top Team. SA in contrast increases fitness only by a factor 1.1× to 1.9×. The difference becomes smaller with declining *γ*. For 40% unavailable experts, GA improves fitness by 38% to 92%, whereas SA ranges between 37% and 68% respectively. Looking in more detail at coverage and distance, we note that the GA performs better at finding densely connected teams while maintaining consistently high coverage.

For both heuristics, coverage $\mathcal{C}$ remains comparatively high regardless of the amount of available expert, even though we have put more focus on achieving lower distance than high coverage (*α*  = 0.1). Across all experiments and both heuristics, average coverage resides above 0.6 even though we have set the lower limit for expertise to *q*(*s*)~*min*~  = 0.2. SA produces teams with higher coverage than GA but simultaneously delivers smaller distance improvements.

When applying genetic algorithms, distance $\mathcal{D}$ decreases linearly and converges to roughly the same level as simulated annealing as an increasing number of experts become unavailable. GA thus clearly outperforms SA below 30% unavailable experts. Given the large standard deviation in distance improvements and also coverage, the results are closer together for 30% and 40% missing experts. While SA failed to produce a better final team than *Top*($\mathcal{S}_{\mathcal{R}}$) 25× across 150 experiment rounds (50 rounds each in Ex 1.1, 1.2, and 2), GA only failed to do so 6×. This also explains Simulated Annealing\'s spike in distance improvement for 10% and 20% in Experiment 2 when 3 out of 10 team configurations could not be improved.

### 7.5.1. Heuristic correlation {#s0160}

As indicated by the error bars in [Fig. 17](#f0085){ref-type="fig"} , both heuristics yield a significant amount of deviation in distance improvements and also coverage. We therefore test these two metrics for correlation to determine if one heuristic performs better in cases where the other heuristic performs poorly and vice versa and thus complement each other.

Comparing SA and GA with the pearson correlation coefficient, we specify the null hypothesis *ρ*  = 0 for all experiment sets. We obtain following values for coverage (*ρ* ~*Ex*1.1~  = 0.27; *ρ* ~*Ex*1.2~  = 0.14; *ρ* ~*Ex*2~  = 0.41), and distance improvement (*ρ* ~*Ex*1.1~  = 0.8; *ρ* ~*Ex*1.2~  = 0.43; *ρ* ~*Ex*2~  = 0.11). With sampling size 50 and a significance level for two-tailed test of 0.01, *ρ* needs to be greater than 0.354 to be significantly different from zero, respectively *ρ* needs to be smaller than − 0.354 for inverse correlation. Hence, we accept the null hypothesis for coverage (Ex 1.1, Ex 2) and distance improvement (Ex 1.1, Ex 2) that there exist no correlation between GA and SA. There is even a small, but significant relationship between SA and GA for distance improvement in Experiment 1.2 and coverage in Experiment 2. Given these correlation measurements there is no evidence that the two heuristics complement each other.

In addition we inspect the few instances where GA or SA was unable to find better teams than the initial Top Team. As mentioned above, GA failed to do so 6×, while SA failed 25×. Out of the 6 unsuccessful GA attempts, SA similarly did not provide a better solution and provided only little improvement for the remaining 2 attempts. In contrast, GA found significantly better teams for the remaining 19 SA misses. This supports the correlation measurement above: simulated annealing and the genetic algorithm are not complementary.

### 7.5.2. Comparison to real-world data {#s0165}

We compare the data generated by our experiment model and a real-world data set to validate our results. Slashdot is an IT-centric news site where each posted story receives extensive discussions. A reply posting between two comment authors becomes an interaction link. The skills are extracted from a news story\'s subdomain. We derived an expert network from the Slashdot postings from January 1st 2008 to June 30th 2008, covering the subdomains *apple*, *ask*, *entertainment*, *mobile*, *linux*, *developers*, *games*, *news*, *slashdot*, and *it*. We didn\'t, however, run detailed team formation experiments on the Slashdot data set as the number of available skills is limited and thus does not allow for sufficient experiment variations necessary to generate reliable results.

General social network characteristics of the Slashdot postings are discussed in [@bb0100]. In this paper, we focus on the correlation of degree and expertise to demonstrate that our simulation model correctly reproduces real-world settings. In addition we compare the effect of unavailable experts on the candidate network density. [Fig. 18](#f0090){ref-type="fig"} depicts the degree of an expert printed against his/her total expertise score *q*(∙). The compared data sets comprise the two networks used in the evaluation (blue circle, green plus), a larger synthetic set (10,000 experts, red crosses) and the Slashdot data set of 12,000 experts (purple squares). All four data sets derive from a different *overall skill*, *required skill*, and *expert count* configuration,[10](#fn0050){ref-type="fn"} yet we observe in every case a linear correlation between degree and score. The slope is defined by the amount of required skills (theoretical maximum score is the amount of skills) and the maximum degree.

The power-law network topology has a profound effect on the results of our team formation algorithm. The strategy for marking experts as unavailable directly affects the connectivity of the observed candidate network. Degree-based availability reduces the connectivity rapidly as predominantly well connected experts are marked as overloaded. Here *γ* drops from 0.75, respectively from 1, to 0.39. Already with 10% (Experiment 1), respectively 20% (Experiment 2), of experts unavailable, *γ* is below 0.6. The effect of degree-based node removal in power-law networks is well analyzed (e.g., [@bb0300]) but briefly repeated here to highlight its significance on the trade-off between interaction-based and recommendation-based team formation.

We visualize the effect of expert unavailability on *γ* in [Fig. 19](#f0095){ref-type="fig"} . The complete Slashdot network (purple squares) comprises 8 out of 10 skills from 12,000 experts. A second network (a subset of the complete Slashdot expert network (red triangles)) contains 6 skills, from which we select 5 to generate the candidate network. Degree preferential selection of Slashdot experts shows an even more swift decrease in density than our model: *γ* drops in both Slashdot data sets below 0.4 when removing 10% of experts and then converges to 0.05. We have to assume an inverse rich-club effect, stronger than in our model. Thus we can safely assume that a trade-off between interaction and recommendation-based distance is even more significant in real world expert crowds.

8. Conclusion {#s0170}
=============

Team composition requires a balance between maintaining sufficiently high skill coverage and adequately connected team members. Finding a suitable team for a given trade-off between skills and connectivity is NP complete. The problem is further aggravated in crowds as the top experts are most popular and thus become easily overloaded. The social network structure of crowds usually lacks a rich-club structure. When a small fraction of top experts (≈ 10%) becomes unavailable, the social network becomes too sparse to compose a team based on direct interactions alone. We thus propose to apply skill-dependent recommendations to substitute direct interactions. In addition, the introduced team-centric recommendation model considers only the recommendations of the team members\' common neighbors. Our approach then analyzes network density to dynamically adjust the importance of direct interactions compared to recommendations.

Genetic Algorithms and Simulated Annealing are two suitable heuristics to address the multi-objective team composition problem. Genetic Algorithms apply cross over and mutation of team configurations to approach the best team while Simulated Annealing relies on a cooling schedule. Experiments have successfully shown that both heuristics are able to find significantly better solutions than the simple set of top ranked experts. The Genetic Algorithm, however, produced better and more stable results, especially for smaller networks. Analysis of increasingly unavailable experts demonstrated that our trade-off model accurately guides the transition from direct interaction links to recommendations. Consequently the composition mechanism focuses on direct links as long as possible before experts are integrated into the team based on recommendations. Such dynamic adaptation enables us to obtain teams that yield both higher recommendations and lower distance than the initial top team. Ultimately we were able to obtain team configurations that exhibit desirably low team distance, while maintaining consistently high skill coverage even when removing up to 40% experts from the social network.

We intend to continue our research in multiple directions. First, we plan to evaluate our approach with other real-world data sets which exhibit a larger skill set. The DBLP dataset is one possible candidate. This effort however has to go in hand with a rigorous analysis of skill distribution and therefore was not attempted in the scope of this work. Second, we intend to investigate how to exploit interaction patterns [@bb0305] to more accurately interpret the link strength between experts. Finally, we expect exciting results from exploring how our approach can enhance existing work on team-aware process management [@bb0310] in terms of composing an optimal team for executing a process.
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Annex A. Extended experiment results {#s0175}
====================================

[Fig. 20](#f0100){ref-type="fig"}
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Skill abbreviations: p2p (peer-to-peer), we (web engineering), dm (data mining), ml (machine learning).

We omitted detailed log information such as timestamps for sake of clarity.

Throughout this paper we interpret *x* + *y* as variable *x* being close to or identical to value *y*.

We have not recalculated the expertise values of [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"} for sake of simplicity.

<http://jung.sourceforge.net/>.

<http://jgap.sourceforge.net/>.

Remember that we aim to reduce interaction distance.

I.e., the number of actual links divided by the maximum possible number of links in a graph.

Experiment 1: 200 experts, 8 out of 30 skills; Experiment 2: 1000 experts, 10 out of 100 skills; Experiment 3: 10,000 experts, 8 out of 200 skills; Slashdot: 12,000 experts, 8 out of 10 skills.

![Expert crowd interaction network (full lines) and recommendations (dotted lines). Line thickness represents the experts\' distance based on weighted interactions, red/shaded nodes depict unavailable experts.](gr1){#f0005}

![Lines represent weighted edges based on previous interactions; unavailable experts are marked in red (a). Dashed circles are the top experts for each skill amongst the team candidates (bordered area). The final expert configuration (black, filled circles) provides the best combination of skills and distance (c). Colors online.](gr2){#f0010}

![Deriving skill profiles and weighted social network from interaction logs.](gr3){#f0015}

![Splitting an expert profile for Bob who provides multiple skills to correctly calculate recommendations and distance. Edges labels display the interaction weights (*w*~*e*~). The weight of the interaction edge (red/double line) connecting profiles Bob1 and Bob2 obtains the minimum possible interaction edge weight (*w*~*e*~ = 0).](gr4){#f0020}

![Single, skill dependent recommendation via expert Bob. Alice provides skill *dm*, while Carol provides skill *p2p*.](gr5){#f0025}

![Aggregated skill dependent recommendations via experts Bob and John. Unavailable experts are red/shaded (colors online). Link labels provide the skill-centric edge weights specific to *dm*, respectively *p2p*.](gr6){#f0030}

![Recommendation links: a) a segmented team has limited pairwise recommendations. b) Introducing a single connecting link increases recommendations substantially. c) Pairwise recommendations between Alice, Carol, and Dave when Bob is unavailable. Full lines are interaction edges (edge labels are skill-centric weights), dotted lines represent recommendations. The recommendation between Alice and Dave includes also the direct recommendation measurement which is 0, however, as Alice and Dave have only interacted applying skill *ml*.](gr7){#f0035}

![Example for a social network without rich-club structure: experts composition of Jane, John, Jim, and Joh comes with strong recommendation links (dashed lines) while the experts have not interacted before (solid lines).](gr8){#f0040}

![Candidate expert graphs $\mathcal{G}$~*Cand*~ = {*Alice*, *Bob*, *Carol*} for unconnected $\mathcal{G}$~*Cand*~, fully connected $\mathcal{G}$~*Cand*~, and semi-connected $\mathcal{G}$~*Cand*~. All interaction edges (full lines) and recommendation edges (dashed lines) are assumed to yield weight *w* = 1.](gr9){#f0045}

![Genetic Algorithm overview: crossover and mutation increase the current population of teams (new teams in dashed boxes). The team utility function restores the population size through selection of the fittest teams.](gr10){#f0050}

![Simulated Annealing overview: new team configurations are derived from the current best team, which gets replaced by any improved team configuration. The number of better teams (success) determines the temperature in the next round.](gr11){#f0055}

![Simulation process: (a) creating a power-law graph via preferential attachment (dashed line thickness represents link probability), (b) selecting random node {*C*} and neighborhood subset {*A*, *B*} for skill distribution, and (c) marking nodes {*A*, *B*, *C*, *F*} as unavailable based on preferential selection.](gr12){#f0060}

![Genetic Algorithm results for: coverage $\mathcal{C}$ (a, d), interaction distance *W*~*e*~ (b, e), and recommendation distance *W*~*r*~ (c, f) for Experiment 1.1 (a--c), and experiment 2 (d--f).](gr13){#f0065}

![Simulated Annealing results for: coverage $\mathcal{C}$ (a, d), interaction distance *W*~*e*~ (b, e), and recommendation distance *W*~*r*~ (c, f) for Experiment 1.1 (a--c) and experiment 2 (d--f).](gr14){#f0070}

![Team formation result with Genetic Algorithms (a) and Simulated Annealing (b) from Experiment 1.2, 40% unavailable experts, using dynamic *γ* for trade-off between *W*~*e*~ and *W*~*r*~. Full edges between best team members (green squares, and hexagons), dashed edges between Top Team members (yellow hexagons). Thicker edges represent tighter links.](gr15){#f0075}

![Average fitness of the best final teams produced by Simulated Annealing (boxes) and Genetic Algorithm (circles).](gr16){#f0080}

![Coverage and Distance for Experiment 1.1 (a), 1.2 (b), and Experiment 2 (c) for SA and GA. Error bars are given in one direction only for sake of clarity.](gr17){#f0085}

![Degree vs. Score for synthetic network of 200, 1000, and 10,000 nodes and Slashdot with 12,000 nodes.](gr18){#f0090}

![Effect of increasingly unavailable experts on *γ* for synthetic and Slashdot networks.](gr19){#f0095}

![Experiment 1.2: coverage $\mathcal{C}$ (a, d), interaction distance *W*~*e*~ (b, e), and recommendation distance *W*~*r*~ (c, f) obtained by the genetic algorithm (a--c) and simulated annealing (d--f).](gr20){#f0100}

###### 

Effect of multi-skill aware distance calculation on overall team composition quality.

                                                         *C*($\mathcal{T}$)   *W*~*e*~($\mathcal{T}$)   $Q$($\mathcal{T}$)   *W*~*e*~^*v*^($\mathcal{T}$)   $Q$^*v*^($\mathcal{T}$)
  ------------------------------------------------------ -------------------- ------------------------- -------------------- ------------------------------ -------------------------
  *Top*($\mathcal{S}_{\mathcal{R}}$) = *T*~*B*1,*D,A*~   1.00                 1.00                      0.50                 1.00                           0.50
  *T*~*B*1,*D,B*2~                                       1.00                 0.50                      0.75                 1.00                           0.50
  *T*~*B*1,*A,B*2~                                       0.93                 0.25                      0.82                 0.50                           0.72

###### 

Runtime complexity of the heuristics and functions applied in determining a team\'s quality.

  ----------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Team coverage           $\mathcal{C}$$\mathcal{T}$                                                                              $\mathcal{O}$(\|$\mathcal{S}_{\mathcal{R}}$\|)
  Team interactions       $\mathcal{W}$~*e*~($\mathcal{T}$)                                                                       $\mathcal{O}$(\|$\mathcal{S}_{\mathcal{R}}$\|^2^)
  Candidate proximity     *prox*(*Cand*)                                                                                          $\mathcal{O}$((\|*E*~*Cand*~\| + \|*Cand*\|*log*\|*Cand*\|) \* \|*Cand*\|)
  Single recommendation   *w*~*r*~(*u*~*x*~, *s*~*k*~, *u*~*y*~, *s*~*l*~)                                                        $\mathcal{O}$(*avgCommonNeighbors*)
  Team recommendations    $\mathcal{W}$~*r*~($\mathcal{T}$)                                                                       $\mathcal{O}$(\|$\mathcal{S}_{\mathcal{R}}$\|^2^ \* *avgCommonNeighbors*)
  Expert selection        *p*~*nh*~(*Cand*)                                                                                       $\mathcal{O}$(\|*Cand*\|)
  Team quality            $Q$($\mathcal{C}$$\mathcal{T}$, $\mathcal{W}$~*e*~($\mathcal{T}$), $\mathcal{W}$~*r*~($\mathcal{T}$))   $\mathcal{O}$(\|$\mathcal{S}_{\mathcal{R}}$\|^2^ \* *avgCommonNeighbors*)
  Genetic Algorithms      GA                                                                                                      $\mathcal{O}$(*maxIt* \* *popSize* \* $Q$($\mathcal{T}$))
  Simulated Annealing     SA                                                                                                      $\mathcal{O}$(*maxIt* \* *maxRounds* \* $Q$($\mathcal{T}$))
  ----------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------

###### 

Top Team and best teams generated by Genetic Algorithm and Simulated Annealing for an example simulated team formation from Experiment 1.2.

  Skill      Top Team   T(GA)   q(s)   T(SA)   q(s)
  ---------- ---------- ------- ------ ------- ------
  S0         U7         U21     0.71   U161    0.53
  S1         U21        U15     0.86   U15     0.86
  S2         U23        U23     1.00   U15     0.67
  S3         U23        U23     1.00   U14     0.47
  S4         U109       U14     0.79   U21     0.79
  S5         U83        U23     0.87   U14     0.91
  S6         U76        U22     0.70   U22     0.70
  S7         U143       U143    1.00   U143    1.00
  Coverage              0.87           0.74    
  Distance              0.45           0.60    
  Energy                0.46           0.63    
  Quality               2.17           1.58    
